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The central argument of this study is that “the pictorial depiction of classical myths in the *all’antica* style began at the end of the quattrocento and flourished in the cinquecento” (14). This means that “For the first time in the history of postclassical art, mythological narratives were represented as belonging to a specific cultural setting, one with its own particular mode of expression” (125). According to the author, this constituted a “revolutionary approach to the classical heritage” (8).

In pursuing this argument, Freedman focuses on artistic interpretations of mythological narratives and does not propose “far-reaching conclusions as to the real desires and intentions behind the commissioning of *all’antica* paintings of classical myths” (8–9). In addition, she tries to stay within strict limits. Thus, she concentrates on (representations of) selected mythological narratives (4) within the time limits of 1482 and 1550 (11). It is questionable, however, if Renaissance artists and their patrons would have made similar strict distinctions between “selected
mythological narratives” and “just mythological imagery” (4), and one may wonder, therefore, how useful they are. In the case of the time limits, however, the author is flexible and does not always firmly respect them. Thus, we find a discussion of Titian’s poesie for Philips II, from 1553 and later, elucidated by observations from Giorgio Vasari’s Lives from 1568. The time limit of 1482, on the other hand, may have made the author miss the series of Hercules scenes in Palazzo Venezia, Rome, from ca. 1467–71.

Perhaps this Hercules series has not really been overlooked but deliberately ignored, as Freedman does not consider its style (sufficiently) all’antica. For the same reason, she spends only a few words on the Cupid and Psyche murals in the Villa Belriguardo (Voghiera near Ferrara), from 1493. Even though these frescoes have been lost for centuries, Freedman appears to know that they were not painted all’antica (240, n. 26). This makes it seem as if all’antica is a clear and undisputable criterion, but her definition “in the style of the ancients” (2) leaves plenty of room for debate. Consequently, her selection of works that (supposedly) have been painted all’antica looks rather subjective, just as the ensuing, bombastically presented claim that Raphael’s Galatea and Sebastiano’s Polyphemus in the Villa Farnesina, Rome, from around 1514, are “the earliest Renaissance murals to depict a familiar tale all’antica” (81).

Just as essential as the definition of all’antica, is the characterization of mythology versus history. In chapter 7, Freedman studies the terms used in the Renaissance: fabula or favola, poesia and (hi)storia, concluding that the former were used “to refer to the contents of paintings on mythological subjects,” and that by the time of Vasari, “the paintings themselves were referred to as poesie.” (201) Although the author obviously includes Vasari’s writings from 1568, she ignores Gilio da Fabriano’s Dialogo degli errori della pittura from 1564. This treatise holds an important discussion on a painter as storico and/or poeta, from which it appears that (hi)storia deals with facts and that, therefore, a history painter should render the truth. Poesia, on the other hand, is the field of imagination, where poets enjoy freedom to deal creatively with the truth. Accordingly, painters have the license (and were perhaps even expected) not to stick closely to the texts they illustrate, but re-create them imaginatively in visual terms. This means, once more, that the author’s restriction to “selected mythological narratives” painted in a style all’antica leads to a vision that twists the viewpoint from which the images were originally meant to be seen.

Freedman’s study contains interesting discussions on such issues as classical myths in the educational program and artists’ familiarity with them, and a useful survey of ekphrases. There are occasional slips, for instance the Renaissance’s familiarity with the Cena Trimalchionis (32). This fragment of Petronius’s work was not printed until 1664 and only very sporadically known before that date. A serious gaffe is the assertion that, “over the course of the sixteenth century, no . . . cardinal . . . ever commissioned paintings of classical myths.” (28) To the contrary, the palaces of Cardinals Ricci and Capodiferro in Rome could easily be extended with more examples.
All together, this book contains interesting material, which should be read, however, carefully. The same is true for the central argument. Its starting points are questionable and many observations flowing from them are certainly open to discussion.
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